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My University

1. Don’t forget my name, and to mention who I
am.

My Sixteenth Presentation
Thumbnails with Annots

2. Don’t fall down while speaking.
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Slide 1
This is the title page of the document that demonstrates the creation of a thumbnails and comments
ﬁle. The name of programmatically generated ﬁle
has the form \jobname thmb<suffix>.ltx.
Major points to be made on this page:
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Steps for Creating Thumbnails and Comments

1. Discuss each item point by point,

✯ To create thumbnails and annots, use the annotslides of APB.
This option is activated only when a paper option is not taken.
✯ Use the annot environment between slides to (optionally) write
out comments for each slide. The content of each annot environment is associated with the slide immediately prior to the
comments.
✯ LATEX the ﬁle three times (for no apparent reason) and convert to
PDF using the distiller using the usual .tex to .dvi to .ps to
.pdf workﬂow. Be sure to save your document.
✯ Once your ﬁle is open in Acrobat Pro 7.0, go to the menu Tools
> AcroTeX Presentation Bundle > Show All Layers. This
programmatically shows all the layers. The console window should
pop up with additional instructions. But I’ll give them to you here
as well:
Continued on the next page

2. Don’t skip over any points.
3. Be sure to turn on your computer, very embarrassing otherwise.
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Slide 2
The ﬁrst three steps to create a thumbnails and
annot ﬁle. Nothing happens unless you take the
annotslides option. (Normally, you would not use
this option until you are ready to create your thumbnails.)

Dec. 17, 2005
The Talking University

dpspeaker@myu.edu
My University

Author’s Presentation Points

The Steps
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Major points to be made on this page:
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♦ Before you make a thumbnail image of each page, page
through your document and make any ﬁnal adjustment to
the pages (what you see is what you get); and run your animations, if any, to display the ﬁnal image.

1. Don’t forget to mention the sponsors of this
work, that’s me.

♦ While the PDF document is open in Acrobat (it must be the
only ﬁle open), from the Acrobat menu bar, select the menu
item Tools > AcroTeX Presentation Bundle > Create
Thumbnails (annots).
Executing this menu item creates an .eps of each page, and
deposits these ﬁles in the folder of the source ﬁle.

2. Thank the host who invited me. Don’t forget
to ask for his name.

♦ If all works as designed, you are done!

The Steps
Shift Anime
Graphing Anime
List Commands

Depending on the particular option chosen, in your text editor open the ﬁle \jobname thmb<suffix>.ltx, where the
<suffix> is notes, nonotes, author or public, and latex it (three times are not needed, for no apparent reason).
Convert to .pdf if you wish and view the thumbnails of your
presentation along with corresponding comments.
✯ Very cool!
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3. This is the third slide, it might a good time
for one of your patented jokes.
4. Why did the chicken cross the street?
Audience, anyone? To get to the other
side! (Reminder: Prompt audience to laugh,
by beginning to laugh—important, don’t forget!)

Slide 3
The ﬁnal step is covered on this slide. The work
done here is through the AcroTeX Presentation
Bundle menu that should appear under the Tools
menu on the tool bar of Acrobat.
Major points to be made on this page:
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Horizontal Shifting

1. Talk about this mediocre animation as if it was
terriﬁc!

This example is a very simple anime. Numerous examples of anime can
be found in the folder apb/graphics/examples/anime.

2. Hype it to the max! Milk it for all it’s worth!
AcroTEX Presentation Bundle!
  

Oh, yes. Navigation skips over animation layers, it is expected each
animation has it’s own controls.
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Slide 4
Horizontal Shifting Demonstrated. For thumbnails, you should run your animations so that have
an appearance.

Author’s Presentation Points
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Major points to be made on this page:
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Graphing Anime

1. Another super cool anime, try to express your
thoughts and feelings about this animation
clearly. (Note to self, have some hankies ready
for this part of the talk.)

Your imagination is the limit when it comes to animation using PSTricks. Below
is a simple graphing example.
y
y = sin(x)

1

x
π
2

π

3π
2
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2π

−1



2. After running the animation, reverse it to extract even more ‘ohhhs’ and ‘ahhhhs’ from the
audience.
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Slide 5
Anime Graphing. For thumbnails, you should run
your animations so that have an appearance.
Your imagination is the limit when it comes to animation using PSTricks.
Major points to be made on this page:
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The Various Structured List Commands

1. Finish strong: Ladies and Gentlemen,
that concludes my talk!
✯ This is the ﬁrst level

2. Get oﬀ stage quickly before audience can reach
for their rotten veggies.

Continuation of ﬁrst level
♦ This is the second level
Continuation of second level
• This is the third level

Continuation of third level
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Slide 6
Structured Lists. If all goes as planned, you then
simply LATEX your newly created ﬁle and you have
your annotated thumbnails. That seemed simple
enough! dps

